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Image - http://www.cmsitservices.com/blog/why-do-you-need-a-big-data-factory/
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So What Exactly is Big Data?

Image - https://tdwi.org/articles/2017/05/30/future-of-big-data-is-cloudy-and-bumpy.aspx
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How Big is Big? The 5 Vs of Big Data

Do you have big data?

Volume – how big?
Variety – what type and nature?
Velocity – how fast does it arrive?
Variability – are their inconsistencies?
Veracity – challenging assure quality?

Big data and machine learning 
challenges exist across all industries

Machine Learning         Big Data

Do you need a truck?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I find there’s a lot of confusion around what constitutes big dataFive ‘V’s approach is very inclusive – relatively large data that’s complex and requires a lot of handling might still be considered bigFor the sake of this talk, one metric may be the semi-truck method – if it’s faster to drive your data than to transfer it over the internet, it’s pretty big
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Timeseries
• 1 Hz CAN/OBD and 

Instrument Data
• Fuel Rates
• Vehicle Speed
• Engine and Emissions 

Parameters

Geospatial
• 1Hz GPS Data
• Latitude 
• Longitude
• Elevation
• Heading

Categorical
• Vehicle Classifiers for 

Sorting Results
• Weight Class
• Transmission
• Fuel
• Body 

Supplemental
• Road Networks
• Infrastructure
• Solar Exposure
• Climate and 

Temperature

Managing Big Data – Transportation Data Sources, Types, and Volumes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do we get our data?How do we collect it?What types of data do we collect?How much data to we capture?How much is enough?Do we have a standard for data collection and reporting?
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Structured:
• Traditional 

Databases (SQL)

Semi-Structured:
• XML
• JSON

Unstructured:
• Text
• Images
• Audio

Structured vs. Unstructured Data

Image - https://e-skillsbusinesstoolbox.webnode.nl/big-data/voorbij-de-hype/
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What do we do with all of this data? Enter the Data Scientist!

Image - http://berkeleysciencereview.com/how-to-become-a-data-scientist-before-you-graduate/
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NREL Computational Sciences / ESIF

Computational Sciences Center
• HPC Systems and 

Operations
• Data Analysis and 

Visualization
• Simulation and Optimization
• Algorithms and Fluid 

Dynamics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you haven’t had a chance to visit our campus in Golden, Colorado…NREL is a remarkable facility for research around all things concerning energy efficiency and sustailable energyWe receive most our funding from the DOE, but also do a substantial amount of work with industry and other government agencies
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ESIF High Performance Computing (HPC) Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the perspective of computing, our high performance computing center is a major assetMost people don’t realize that NREL has a leadership class super computer.It’s a remarkable system that uses warm water cooling and repurposes waste heat to warm my office in the winter
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NREL Data Resource Landscape

Established

• Peregrine
• Parallel File system
• Mass Storage
• Visualization

• Hitachi Storage

• Relational Database Servers

• Timeseries Cluster
• ESIF Data Repository
• Data Relays

• APIs & Web services

• Invites external collaborators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I differentiate data systems from computational resources. Data systems are logical units that are composed of physical computational resourcesThe backbone of our data system is the Peregrine computer, including it’s parallel file system, long term stable storage and data analysis and visualization facultiesWe utilize a number of traditional database systems as well as modern cluster databasesIn addition we’ve developed a lot of software to support our data systems: a custom data research data repository, lab-to-server data relays, APIs, websites, and web servicesWe allow and invite external collaborators on a number of our projects
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NREL Data Resource Landscape

Established Emerging

• Peregrine
• Parallel File system
• Mass Storage
• Visualization

• Hitachi Storage

• Relational Database Servers

• Timeseries Cluster
• ESIF Data Repository
• Data Relays

• APIs & Web services

• Invites external collaborators

• Sparkplug
• Openstack
• Spark
• Hadoop
• Kafka

• Scalable Attached 
(Object) Storage

• Peregrine 2 (August!)
• HPC -> Big Data

• Scalable Relational 
Databases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to these existing resources, we’ve been building additional capabilities in the last 1-2 years I’ll call ‘emerging’We have increasing capabilities for big data analysis with a system we call ‘Sparkplug’We are developing large centralized storage to serve as a ’data lake’ for huge shared datasetsWe’re in the process of replacing peregrine with a system approximately 10x as bigWe’re also beginning to work on use csases for hybrid scalable databases
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Cloud Compatibility Allows Arbitrary Scalability

• Amazon and Competitors offer Hundreds of Services

• Increasing adoption by large companies

• NREL approach: cloud-replicable infrastructure

• Key services:

• S3 – Scalable Object-based Storage

• EC2 – Scalable Compute

• Lambda – Pay per ’function’ execution

• Marketplace Gateway -- Monetize data access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A big motivation for the current and future strategy of our data systems is to allow interoperability with cloud resoucesDoing so keeps our data systems future-proof – if our in house data center does not grow quickly enough compared to the scale of problems, individual projects can choose to move some or all of their data to the cloud (so long as they’re willing to cut a check to Amazon)
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Big IIOT Data – For transportation systems

• Fully compatible with cloud services – industry standard technology
• Can process streaming (high velocity) or offline (high volume) data
• Designed for petabyte-scale (or bigger) datasets]
• Can support traditional HPC or Big-Data use cases
• Promotes collaboration with external users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve already heard a good bit about Fleet DNA, but I’ll talk briefly about how we designed its data architectureWe wanted a system that can process large volumes of streaming or offline data, is future proof, can support HPC or big data programming environments, and allows for collaboration from external partnersIn the system, data flows from our partners to the data center whjere it is loaded, parsed and prepared.
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Current Status: ‘Big Data SDK’ for Transportation Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although they don’t move around as much, wind turbine data streams have similar challenges and actually can utilize a similar architecture.For the PRUF benchmarking project…
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‘Big Data SDK’ for Transportation Data

Primary Interface: Or, if you prefer:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although they don’t move around as much, wind turbine data streams have similar challenges and actually can utilize a similar architecture.For the PRUF benchmarking project…
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Big Data Applications – Smart Classification – GHG Phase 2
Scientific Approach & Accomplishment
• NREL Fleet DNA data and analytic expertise provided 

information crucial to EPA’s development of Phase II GHG and 
fuel efficiency standards for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. 

• NREL segmented vocational vehicle drive-cycle characteristics 
into multi-dimensional operating groups—including urban, 
mixed urban, and highway driving conditions—to develop a 
series of transient drive cycles with weighting factors 
representative of the acceleration rates, speed distributions, 
and idle times seen in real-world commercial vehicle driving.

• NREL applied map-matching techniques with USGS elevation 
data and then weighted the profiles using freight activity data.

• Statistically representative highway segments were identified 
for on-road testing, and road grade profiles were incorporated 
into EPA certification cycles.

This work tapped into Fleet DNA data, fused with 
national road network and freight activity data 
using NREL’s Peregrine high-performance 
computing system.

Significance & Impact
• Analysis of Fleet DNA vocational vehicle data helped EPA ensure 

Phase II GHG regulations are more representative of real-world 
driving conditions.
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Big Data Applications – Model Based Design – Range Extended EV

Scientific Approach & Accomplishment
• Leveraging Fleet DNA data to characterize real-world duty 

cycles from urban delivery vehicles, NREL applied the k-
medioid clustering algorithm to segment in-use driving 
profiles into operational modes and developed 
representative drive cycles for various modes using the DRIVE 
tool.

• NREL developed analytical methods to incorporate other 
parameters, such as road grade, idle time, and key status into 
the drive cycles.

• NREL’s drive cycles are being used to size drivetrain 
components and optimize energy storage control strategies 
to meet performance requirements and validate 
performance relative to program objectives.

Significance & Impact
• This work was conducted as part of two industry partnerships 

under DOE FOAs led by Cummins and Robert Bosch to develop 
commercially viable, range-extended EVs for urban delivery 
applications targeting a 50% efficiency improvement. 

NREL-developed representative drive cycles are used 
by Cummins and Bosch in powertrain optimization 
and performance evaluations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bosch and Cummins Range Extender Project Content Goes HereHighlight that we are using data drive designFleet DNA data characterizes performance envelope and typical usage patternsDRIVE develops representative drive cycle for simulation and platform developmentFASTSim used to simulate vehicle performance and fuel savings over conventional powertrain
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Big Data Applications – Forecasting – National Scale Platooning Potential
Scientific Approach & Accomplishment
• NREL analyzed fuel-savings data from six independent 

platooning studies conducted between 2013 and 2016 
with Class 8 tractor trailers, including four independent 
track test studies, wind tunnel results from LLNL, and 
CFD simulations from Denso. 

• NREL followed up track testing efforts with large scale 
(50k+ vehicles) evaluating real world potential for 
platooning on US roadways. Platooning reduces aerodynamic drag by decreasing the 

driving distance between vehicles. 

Significance & Impact
• NREL evaluation and analysis have characterized 

platooning performance under a range of speeds, 
loads, and following distances, including reduced 
benefits at very close following distances.

• NREL platooning data and analysis are being used in 
an ARPAe NEXTCAR project with Purdue, Cummins, 
and Peloton to develop next-generation adaptive 
platooning technologies and in other research efforts 
at LLNL, LBNL, and FHWA.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the national scale platooning analysis recently completed and being presented at SAE this springHighlight the large volume of data (50k+ trucks)Highlight the unique geospatial analyses performedHighlight some of the key findings
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